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InSyTe FLECT/CT Application Note 
Animal Imaging Cell Removal from Reconstruction 

Summary 
 
This note outlines a quick procedure to remove the animal imaging cell from a CT reconstruction with 
VivoQuant (VQ3.0Patch1). 
 
Scope 
 
This application note is for users who process/analyze images acquired with InSyTe FLECT/CT.  
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Introduction 
 
CT acquisition on the InSyTe FLECT/CT system includes the animal imaging cell in the field of view. When 
the acquired CT data is reconstructed, the animal imaging cell also appears in the CT reconstruction. This 
can be problematic when looking at the CT reconstruction as visualizing the imaging cell is not necessary. 
This application note outlines the steps to remove the imaging cell from the reconstructed CT image using 
VivoQuant.    
 
Image Preparation 
 
While the only image required is the reconstructed X-ray CT image, this procedure can be performed 
before or after fusion of the FLECT and CT images as the imaging cell does not appear in the 
reconstructed FLECT image. 
 

 Required image: X-ray CT image OR X-ray CT + FLECT fused image  
 
We recommend performing this procedure AFTER fusing the CT and FLECT images. 
 
Animal Imaging Cell Removal Procedure 
 
1. Load the CT image or fused FLECT+CT image for a specified experiment into VivoQuant. This can be 
performed by opening the image in VivoQuant manually by clicking the ‘Open Data’ button highlighted in 
red and navigating to the image file location: 
 

 
 

2. Once loaded, switch to the transverse view by clicking  found in the menu bar: 
 

 
 

 

N.B.: If starting from a previously unviewed CT image, the CT image will 
need to be rotated 270° for correct orientation (left). This is done through 
the “Reorientation/Registration” selection in the pull down menu. Refer 
to the application note “FLECT + CT Fusion” for more details. 
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3. Once in the transverse view, select “Quantification++” from the pull down menu as seen below:  
 

 
 

4. Using the “Spline mode” , draw a circle around the inner edge of the imaging cell by left clicking at 
select points as below. The red circles are the selected points of the spline, connected by the green line. 
This defines a region of interest (ROI) 
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5. Once the ROI has been selected, go to the “Operator” menu, hover over “Cut” and select “outside”. 
This will remove all data outside of the ROI.  
 

 
 
 
6. The imaging cell should now be removed from the CT data. At this point, the reconstructed CT data 
should be checked for any residual imaging cell that was not removed and this procedure iteratively 
repeated from Step 2. If this procedure needs to be repeated, the original ROI drawn can be removed by 
clicking the “Remove ROI” button (highlighted in red below). 
 

 


